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Abstract (en)
An electrical connector including a housing of insulative material defining an elongated slot in its front face adapted to receive an edge of a printed
circuit board and a socket in its rear face adapted to receive a multi-terminal telephone plug. A plurality of elongated electrical contacts of conductive
springy material extend side by side within the housing generally between the housing slot and the housing socket. Each contact includes a circuit
board engaging section, defining a generally flat wiping portion positioned at one side of the housing slot and operative to resiliently and wipingly
engage a respective contact on the edge of a printed circuit board inserted into the slot, and a plug engaging section. Each plug engaging section
extends rearwardly through a passage in the housing to a location on the rear face of the housing below the socket, thereafter bends upwardly
through a right angle to the lower edge of the socket and thereafter bends forwardly in cantilever fashion into the socket toward the blind end of the
socket and at an angle with respect to the line of action of the socket. The lateral spacing between each contact tail portion is significantly less than
the lateral spacing between each contact wiping portion and the contacts are dissimilar and are configured so that, taken as a set, they neck down
between the wiping portions and the tail portions to accommodate the disparity in lateral spacing.
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